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Historical Perspective: 
What Drives Major 
Change in National 
Policy for Science?

• Crisis

-- e.g. World War II

• Perceived Crisis   

-- e.g. Sputnik

• Leadership 

-- e.g. FDR, Eisenhower 
Air and surface radars developed by the MIT 

Rad Lab were pivotal to improved navigation 

and defense during World War II. 



Current U.S. Science Policy Grew out of World War II 

“Science can be effective in the national 
welfare only as a member of a team, 
whether the conditions be peace or war. 
But without scientific progress no amount 
of achievement in other directions can 
insure our health, prosperity, and security 
as a nation in the modern world.”

Science - The Endless Frontier, July 1945 



-- Prepared  by Brad Nolen, Association of American Universities, September 18, 2007



U.S. Energy R&D Spending vs. Price of Crude Oil 

US Energy Budget vs. the Price of Crude Oil
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By Cartoonist Sidney Harris in the American Scientist

What Government & the Public Want from Science During Crisis Times



Why Science Has a Hard Time Delivering

• Cannot easily predict 

scientific outcomes 

• Impact is difficult to 

assess in the short-term 

• Science is constantly 

evolving and not 

stagnant, especially in 

times of crisis 

• Scientists and the public 

view impact differently 



Science During Crisis
2019 American Academy of Arts & Sciences Report

Rita Colwell & Gary Machlis, Science, 05 April 2019 



Science During Crisis
2019 American Academy of Arts & Sciences Report

Recommendations for a Research Agenda During a Crisis  

• Establishing baseline information

• Understanding cascading consequences to document and predict the complexity of the crisis, 
and to improve response and rebuilding strategies

• Addressing divergent scientific opinions, data, and results during crisis

• Communicating science during crisis

• Assessing how science-based decisions are made

• Using big data to support science during crisis

Recommendations for Improving Best Practices for Science During a Crisis

• Federal, state, and local agencies should have available emergency funds for science                      
during crisis

• The emergency-response and scientific communities should expand joint training and 
outreach/education

• At the onset of a crisis, a central curated clearinghouse developed in advance should                                    
be activated to collect, disseminate, and coordinate relevant scientific information



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xl0tEfLve1U

Science

Will Win...

But only if... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xl0tEfLve1U


In a polarized world, what does 

‘follow the science’ mean? 
Science is all about asking questions, but when scientific 
debates become polarized it can be difficult for average 
citizens to interpret the merits of various arguments. 

August 12, 2020 

…people 

understand 

&  trust 

science.  





Contact Me

toby.smith@aau.edu

@SciPolGuy 

@AAUnivesities 

www.aau.edu

mailto:toby.Smith@aau.edu


SCIENCE 
DURING AND 
AFTER CRISIS 
TIMES
Current perspective
from Poland

Marta Wróblewska



• National Centre for Research and Development 
(NCBR): what do we do?

• How did we respond to the pandemic?

• What are the challenges for the scientific
community in times of crisis?

OUTLINE OF THE TALK



THE NATIONAL CENTRE FOR RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

ncbr.gov.pl 

✓Governmental executive agency 

✓ brings together the worlds of science and business
through co-finacing of R&D projects

✓ offers financial support of innovative ideas of Polish
entrepreneurs and scientists

✓ distrubutes funding through innovative formats: 
Great challenges, Venture capital, Seed funding



• In years 2008-2019 we distributed 59 BLN PLN (~13 BLN 
EUR) to Polish enterprises, universities and research 
institutes to support R&D works, encouraging both 
experienced and start-up entrepreneurs and scientists to 
start work on innovations

• In 2020 our budget was 6,5 bln PLN (1,4 bln EUR) for 50 
calls for proposals

• Aim: facilitating Poland’s social and economic growth and 
seeking solutions to specific civilisational issues

ncbr.gov.pl 

THE NATIONAL CENTRE FOR RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

the largest R&D funding and co-funding Agency in Central Europe



OUR 
RESPONSE 

TO THE 
PANDEMIC



• Shift to online operation of council, flexibility in 
supporting existing beneficiaries and 
prospective applicants 

• 300 mln PLN (66 mln Euro) funding for 2 
initiatives related to the pandemic:

– Funding scheme for infectious diseases 
hospitals

– „Koronawirusy” Fast track funding scheme

OUR RESPONSE TO THE PANDEMIC



FLEXIBLE RESEARCH COUNCIL IN TIMES OF PANDEMIC

• Postponement of deadlines at risk because of the 
pandemic. Starting mid-March evaluation panels, 
workshops moved online

• More flexibility and support for research projects 
already under way (e.g. 3 month extension for 
research projects)

• Home office for employees, online accessibility

• A push for development of gov tech



FUNDING SCHEME FOR INFECTIOUS DISEASES HOSPITALS

• Methods of preventing and treating SARS-
Cov2/Covid 19

• Level of funding up to 100% 

• Announced 22.04, applications 22.04-31.05, start 
of project by 21.07

• 14 funded projects related to:

-diagnosis – 4

-prevention - 3

-treatment – 4 (incl. 1 vacine)

-procedures/ planning / management - 4

• Funded on projects: link

https://www.ncbr.gov.pl/fileadmin/Krajowe/szpitale_jednoimienne/lista_rankingowa_21_09/Lista_rankingowa_pozytywnie_ocenionych_Szpitale_druga_czesc.pdf


„KORONAWIRUSY” FAST TRACK FUNDING SCHEME

• Concept: support solutions aimed at addressing
this pandemic but also spread of pandemics in 
future

• Not just medicine or pharma but also solutions
to social problems (based on AI, robotics)

• Fast track, 3 rounds of applications

• 200 mln PLN (44 mln euro) from EU Funds

• Announced 06.04, Open for applications from 
06.05, Deadline 05.06, Results 09.09



„KORONAWIRUSY” FAST TRACK FUNDING SCHEME

• 8 funded projects related to:

– Diagnosis 3

– Treatment 1

– Detection 1

– Prevention of pandemic spread 1

– Modeling and predicting 1

– Robots assisting medical staff 1

• More on funded projects: link

https://www.ncbr.gov.pl/fileadmin/POIR/5_1_1_1_2020/Lista_rankingowa_5_1.1.1_2020_I_runda.pdf


CHALLENGES 
FOR

SCIENCE IN 
TIMES OF 

CRISIS



LACK OF TRUST IN SCIENCE AND POOR UNDERSTANDING OF 

SCIENTIFIC PROCES AMONG POPULATION

• 32% of world population believe their lives
would be the same if science didn’t exist
(3M report)

• Levels of willingness to accept COVID-19 
vaccine are insufficient to achieve
community immunity and…

• respondents from Poland reported the 
highest proportion of negative responses 
(27.3%)! (link)

https://www.3m.com/3M/en_US/state-of-science-index-survey/?utm_medium=redirect&utm_source=short-url&utm_campaign=sosi_en
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-1124-9


As the scientific community how can 
we tackle issues of 

science scepticism

conspiracy theory

fake news

in order fully benefit of the knowledge 
and technologies we have developed?

QUESTION FOR THE ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS



• What challenges emerge for science when a crisis arises? 
What opportunities? 

• What policy changes might be made to better help science to 
respond to crisis? How do you evaluate the success of science 
in times of crisis? 

• Should scientists engage in politics?

ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION AND DEBATE – CONTINUED 1



• How can SSH and hard science complement eachother?

• What could the role of science communicators (journalists, 
reporters, bloggers, comedians) be in communicating 
scientific results to the broader public?

• What policy changes might be made to better help science to 
respond to crisis? How do you evaluate the success of science 
in times of crisis? 

ISSUES FOR DISCUSSION AND DEBATE – CONTINUED 2



The National Centre 
for Research and Development

47a Nowogrodzka Str.
00-695, Warsaw, Poland

e-mail: sekretariat@ncbr.gov.pl

ncbr.gov.pl

Follow us:

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR 

ATTENTION
marta.wroblewska@ncbr.gov.pl

mailto:sekretariat@ncbr.gov.pl


Up Next

13.00-15.00 Closing Panel: “Recommendations for the Polish science system, and beyond”

#IoS20
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12.30-13.00 Break


